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Chapter 501

Qi Yiyun could clearly feel her violent heartbeat, her chest fluctuated violently, and
her breathing became heavier.

Han Yan became a dog for him. This is something that Qi Yiyun thinks is simply
impossible, even Qi Yiyun thinks he is still joking.

But the expression on George Han’s face didn’t mean any jokes at all.

Qi Yiyun knew that George Han would not express himself by saying such things
for no reason. He is not the kind of person who likes to brag. This means that
everything he said is true.

But… but how is this possible!

What method did George Han use to accomplish this!

“Of course it is true. Is my image in your mind a person who likes to talk big?”
George Han smiled. He knew what shock this news would bring to Yiyun Qi,
because she knew the United States and Korea very well. Home, very clear about
Han Long’s strength. So her shock was stronger than others.

“You, how did you do it, Han Long? Didn’t he deal with you?” Qi Yiyun widened
his eyes and waited for George Han to explain to her, full of doubts.

“Han Long was beaten to death by me.” George Han said.

Qi Yiyun’s surprised expression is beyond words.

Punch to death!



These four words are like thunder on the ground. Qi Yiyun Lei is outside the focus
and the inside is tender.

He punched Shan Qing into the hospital before. Qi Yiyun didn’t believe it, but after
Dong Hao confirmed it, he had to believe it.

And now, he even Han Long can punch to death!

Qi Yiyun stood up unconsciously, walked in front of George Han, took his hand,
and said, “Does your fist have supernatural power?”

George Han’s power did appear very strange. He couldn’t find any explainable
reason now, but he believed that it was definitely not the so-called divine power,
and Yan Jun said that there is indeed a mysterious level in this world. To solve
these doubts, he needs to be qualified to enter this level.

“Han Yan will help you solve all the troubles. You can go back to the United States
with her tomorrow.” George Han said.

Qi Yiyun’s body was obviously stiff.

Returning to the United States, then the cohabitation life of her and George Han is
over, and whether there will be an intersection in the future is still an unknown
thing.

For Qi Yiyun, this one is full of news of a huge blow.

But she had to leave, the Qi family’s troubles were still waiting for her to resolve.
She could not stay with George Han regardless of the safety of the whole family.

Looking at Qi Yiyun, who was unable to hang his head, George Han continued:
“From the very beginning, you knew that we are impossible, so for you, returning



to the United States is the best choice. I believe that you can find the one who loves
you. Man.”

Qi Yiyun shook his head and smiled miserably: “Many men love me, but my love
has been exhausted, and it is impossible to give them to them.”

The implication of this sentence is that Qi Yiyun has devoted all his love to George
Han, but unfortunately, George Han will not be moved by it.

“You go to bed, I’ll go back to my room to pack my luggage.” After that, George
Han walked back to his room.

Qi Yiyun returned to her room like a walking corpse, buried her head under the
pillow, and bit the corner of the mattress. She suppressed her cry, but the sound of
sobbing seemed particularly harsh in the silent late night.

The soundproofing effect of the elevator apartment was very poor, which caused
George Han who was packing his luggage to hear Qi Yiyun’s cry clearly. This
made George Han couldn’t help sighing.

Qi Yiyun is a very good woman, and very beautiful, but it’s a pity that George Han
can’t enjoy this blessing in this life, and has never thought of enjoying it.

After packing his things, George Han did not say goodbye to Qi Yiyun, but chose
to leave silently.

Qi Yiyun spent the whole night in the pain of parting.

This period is very beautiful for her. She enjoys the happiness of living under the
same roof as George Han, but the more happy, the more painful the parting at this
moment.



Early the next morning, Qi Yiyun appeared in the living room with red and swollen
eyes. She knew that George Han had already left, so she opened the door of George
Han’s room.

Familiar scenes, but there are no more familiar people and objects, he took away
everything related to him.

Sitting on the edge of the bed. Feeling the only thing George Han left, the taste.

After a long time, Qi Yiyun dialed Donghao’s phone.

Donghao lives nearby so that Qi Yiyun needs it. He was able to appear in front of
Qi Yiyun for the first time.

“Buy this place for me. You can’t touch any of it.” Qi Yiyun told Dong Hao.

Dong Hao looked at Qi Yiyun’s red and swollen eyes, his heart was very painful,
but he couldn’t do anything, because it was George Han brought to the young lady,
and no one except George Han was qualified to make up.

“Yes.” Dong Hao nodded and said.

“Book a ticket back to the United States and wait for you to settle the house. We
will return to the United States.” Qi Yiyun continued.

“San Zhang?” Dong Hao asked. Although he was unwilling to go to the U.S. with
George Han, he had to ask George Han to help with the troubles of the Qi family.
He was unhappy and could only accept it.

“Two.”

Two!



A hint of anger flashed across Dong Hao’s expression. The young lady had paid so
much for George Han, wouldn’t he still refuse to help Qi’s family?

“Miss, George Han took advantage of you. Do you want to let go of Qi’s affairs? If
this is the case, I will kill him now!” Dong Hao said with a strong killing intent.

“By you?” Qi Yiyun faintly looked at Dong Hao, and said: “He even killed Han
Long, what qualifications do you have to kill him? And now the Han family is just
a dog next to him, without him personally. The Han family will help me solve all
the troubles.”

“What!” Dong Hao suddenly raised his head, looking at Qi Yiyun in disbelief.

George Han killed Han Long? How could this be possible? Han Long was the
number one master in the American Chinese region. Dong Hao had seen Han Long
make a move. That kind of power, Dong Hao even needed a lot of courage to stand
in front of him.

“Miss, how could George Han killed Han Long.” Dong Hao said in disbelief.

“Can you kill it? It’s not your decision. He did it. The Qi family’s trouble. It’s no
longer a trouble.” Qi Yiyun said.

Dong Hao still refused to believe it, because it was completely beyond the scope of
his understanding.

What kind of strength George Han was, Dong Hao thought he knew very well,
even if it was ten, he was killed by Han Long.

At this moment. Qi Yiyun’s phone rang, it was an unfamiliar number.

“This is Han Yan. After returning to the United States, you will contact me directly.
I will solve all the troubles in your family.” Han Yan said.



Hearing these words, Han Yan’s position in front of George Han became more
clear, and there was no need to doubt it.

“I will go back today.” Qi Yiyun said.

Han Yan did not speak, but chose to hang up.

Qi Yiyun said to Donghao: “Han Yan took the initiative to call me. Now you can
believe it.”

Dong Hao took a deep breath, racking his brains and couldn’t imagine how George
Han would kill Han Long.

“Miss, I’m going to take care of the house immediately.” Dong Hao said.

After Donghao left, Qi Yiyun saved Han Yan’s number, which would be the most
valuable number in her mobile phone.

“Han Yan is just a dog in front of you. When will you really step on the Korean
Korean family? If you have to deal with them, you will appear in the United States
sooner or later.” said to himself, Qi Yiyun A faint smile appeared on her face. As
long as George Han does not let go of the Korean family, then she and George Han
will have a chance to meet.

The parting at this time was painful, but the mood of looking forward to the next
meeting was very beautiful.

“If I can’t get your heart, I want to get your people.” Qi Yiyun’s expression
gradually became firm. As long as she had the opportunity, she would be willing to
tie George Han to the bed.

At the mountainside Villa, George Han sneezed suddenly, as if someone was
talking bad about him.



“Who is thinking of me, or is staring at me!” George Han said to himself.

At this time, Amelia Su happily came to George Han with a suitcase.

“Come with me.”

“You haven’t told me where to go.” As soon as George Han returned to the
mountainside Villa, Amelia Su began to pack his luggage, leaving him in the mist.

“I’ll know if I go, let’s go quickly.” Amelia Su said with blushing cheeks.



Chapter 502

After getting in the car, Amelia Su became the driver, and George Han was
blindfolded, which made George Han more curious about what Amelia Su wanted
to do.

After a stretch of smooth road, the vehicle unexpectedly began to bump, which
shows that Amelia Su’s route has deviated more and more from the city, and has
even entered a certain suburb.

The entire journey took about two hours before George Han felt the car stop. But
his blindfolded eyes still didn’t get the order to unlock.

In front of Amelia Su, a garden Villa looked particularly magnificent. This was the
holiday homestay Shen Lingyao found for her.

Of course, this kind of specification can no longer be called a homestay. Amelia Su
is very satisfied with the environment here, although there are residents around, but
the space of the Villa. Enough for them to do whatever they want without being
heard.

There is also a private swimming pool in the Villa, and you can catch the tail of
summer for a two-person swim.

“Come with me.” Amelia Su took George Han’s hand and couldn’t wait to walk
towards the Villa.

George Han is still in a state where nothing can be seen. But he faintly guessed
what Amelia Su wanted to do.

Amelia Su took George Han directly to the pool and said: “You wait for me, I will
come right away, but you can’t remove the blindfold.”



George Han nodded calmly, but his heart began to agitate.

He stood by the pool. Although he couldn’t see his eyes, he could feel the unique
coolness beside the pool. Amelia Su asked him to wait, most likely to change his
swimsuit.

Suddenly, George Han’s mouth was dry, and a picture that was about to happen in a
while appeared unconsciously in his mind.

When I met Yan Jun last time, Yan Jun laughed at him for being a boy. It seemed
that the transformation of a man was about to be completed today.

Although George Han is a man, he was still very nervous when facing this kind of
thing for the first time.

After a while, Amelia Su’s footsteps rang in her ears, and she could hear her
walking carefully, but she didn’t hesitate.

When I decided to stay at the B&B with George Han. Amelia Su had already
thought about it. She could no longer be as respectful as George Han, so she would
not feel shy at this time.

When Amelia Su personally opened the blindfold for George Han, due to the long
blindfold, the sudden bright light made George Han unable to adapt.

But when he adjusted to the bright light, the scene in front of him almost made his
nose bleed.

Before he could react, Amelia Su had hugged George Han tightly.

“George, I love you, I really love you so much. After three years, we should
become a real couple.” Amelia Su hugged very tightly, as if afraid that George Han
would slip away.



What should come is finally here.

George Han is not nonsense. If he hasn’t taken the initiative in this situation, he is
really not a man.

Holding Amelia Su and walked towards the room.

A story that should have happened three years ago has finally been completed
today.

When the passion faded, George Han suddenly heard Amelia Su’s sobbing sound.
This made George Han panic instantly.

He quickly sat up and asked Amelia Su: “What’s wrong with you.”

Amelia Su shook her head. Although her face was full of tears, her expression was
not sad, but full of smiles.

“I’m happy, we finally become a real couple.” Amelia Su wiped away her tears and
said with a smile on her face.

George Han took a deep breath. He also waited a long time on this day. Although it
was a bit late, it was all worth it.

“I rented here for half a month, and also took a leave of absence from the company
for half a month.” Amelia Su continued.

George Han’s face was wrong, half a month!

“Aren’t you afraid that you can’t stand it?” George Han joked with a smile.



Amelia Su raised her head and said with a proud face: “Don’t you know that the
land is not bad for ploughing, but the cattle are exhausted? I’m afraid you can’t
stand it.”

Faced with this provocation, how could George Han show weakness? Immediately
a hungry tiger rushed to eat, and became charming again.

The quiet life brought George Han and Amelia Su a very comfortable life during
this period. The two of them only have each other in their hearts, letting go of all
the worldly troubles, I have to say that this state is very enjoyable and fascinating.
Even George Han had the idea of   staying here forever.

But the responsibilities on his shoulders did not allow him to lead such a peaceful
life.

When he learned that Han Tianyang might still be alive, George Han’s fate was
already doomed. He had to walk towards the top of the mountain. No matter how
rugged the road was, he would not be allowed to take a step back. Suffering
somewhere, George Han couldn’t do it without knowing it, but he didn’t have a
heart to enjoy his life.

Half a month later, George Han and Amelia Su were picking vegetables in the
vegetable garden to make lunch. Amelia Su suddenly asked about George Han
necklace.

George Han did not explain the secret of the necklace. It has been so long since the
gopher went to the center of the earth prison, but there was no movement from the
signal device. Whether he died in the center of the earth prison or there was no way
to transmit the signal, this It is very bad news for George Han.

If there were no gophers, he would not know the situation in the center of the earth
prison. And to verify whether Han Tianyang is really in the center of the earth
prison, there seems to be only one way left.



In the past, George Han didn’t dare to give up his life, but now, he feels that he has
the ability to go through it. As long as he can use this power, even if the geocentric
prison is a copper wall and iron wall, George Han still has the opportunity to
retreat.

“For me, this thing is very important, and it has something to do with my
grandfather.” George Han said.

Since Amelia Su learned of George Han’s true identity, she knew a lot about the
Han Family, and she also knew how unfair George Han was treated in the Han
Family.

But his grandfather Han Tianyang, didn’t he have died very early?

“This is the relic left by your grandfather?” Amelia Su asked suspiciously.

“No, it is very likely that Grandpa did not die, but lives somewhere.” George Han
said.

“Not dead!” Amelia Su looked astonished. When Han Tianyang died, there was a
lot of noise in Hillwood City. The funeral was the most solemn private funeral,
which gathered many big figures from Hillwood City.

Realizing that she was a little gaffe, Amelia Su quickly explained: “I’m just
surprised, don’t get me wrong. I didn’t mean to curse Grandpa.”

George Han smiled faintly. Of course he would not think that Amelia Su was
malicious, and this kind of news would shock anyone, not surprising.

“This is something that hasn’t been verified. So…” George Han hesitated for a
while, and continued: “Therefore, I will probably leave Basin City for a while to
verify the authenticity of this matter.”



“Grandpa is very good to me, he has no prejudice against me. He will not spoil
Han Jun more. To me, he is the person who can truly be called a relative.”

Amelia Su understood the meaning of George Han’s words. This was to remind her
that he had to do this.

“Will it be dangerous?” Amelia Su asked worriedly.

“It’s possible to be killed by a car while walking on the main road. It’s definitely a
bit dangerous, but it’s all under my control.” George Han smiled and joked. He
would not let Amelia Su know what the Earth Center Prison was like. Place, if she
knew it, she would be very worried.

Amelia Su laughed and said: “I believe you, in this world, nothing can stump you.”

“I hope so.” George Han said with emotion.

At this time, a person appeared at the door of the Villa. When George Han saw
him, he said to Amelia Su: “Add a pair of tableware at noon tonight.”

After speaking, George Han trot to the door. He was not at all surprised by Yan
Jun’s appearance. As for why Yan Jun knew he was here, George Han would not
even think about it because he knew Yan Jun’s methods and wanted Investigating
such trivial matters is a piece of cake for him.

“Grandpa Yan, are you leaving?” George Han said.

Jun Yan nodded and said, “It’s time to go back after leaving Hillwood City for so
long. What are your plans next?”

George Han glanced at Amelia Su in the vegetable garden and said in a deep voice:
“I promised to accompany her for half a month. After this half month is over, I will
deal with some finishing work in Basin City, and then… Inner Earth Prison!”



Chapter 503

Before asking this question, Jun Yan had already thought of what answer he would
get, because George Han grew up when he was a child, and his understanding of
George Han is probably not comparable to the entire Han family.

“Your understanding of the center of the earth prison is very one-sided. It is a
dangerous place that you can’t imagine. After you go, the chance of coming back is
less than one percent.” Jun Yan said with a deep face.

“Grandpa Yan, before I killed Han Long, how many chances do you think I had?”
George Han asked with a smile.

“No chance.” Yan Jun said.

George Han spread his hands and said, “This shows that percent is already very
good for me, at least I can see the chance is not.”

This sentence caused Yan Jun to laugh bitterly, changing to another person, facing
such a tiny chance of 1%. I’m afraid they would all choose to retreat, but he can
actually regard it as a good thing, but this is the beginning of George Han’s
difference, and he can get to this point with his own strength. It is also because of
this character.

“What about her? If you can’t come back, have you ever thought about what she
should do.” Jun Yan said while looking at Amelia Su who didn’t know anything in
the vegetable garden.

This is the biggest problem George Han faces, but these days he has already
thought about it and made a decision.



“If I can’t come back, I can only use the next life to make up for her, but in this
life, if I am not sure about Grandpa’s news, I will live a very painful life. Grandpa
is very important to me.” George Han said.

Yan Jun sighed heavily and said: “I will try my best to take care of her. You have to
be careful. There must be something special about the prison in the center of the
earth. No matter what, life is the most important thing for you. task.”

“Grandpa Yan, don’t worry, I don’t want to die when I’m so young, even if the
eighteenth floor of hell, I will try my best to get out.” George Han said.

“You put this thing away, I got it twenty years ago. There were a lot of people
vying for it, but I don’t know what it’s useful for. You can explore it slowly.” Jun
Yan took out an exquisite Little box, I don’t know what’s in it.

Seeing Jun Yan was about to leave, George Han said quickly: “Grandpa Yan, let’s
go after dinner. It’s almost noon.”

“I have been away from Hillwood City for too long. Some people are already ready
to move. If you don’t go back, Mary’s situation may be dangerous.” After
speaking, Jun Yan turned around and waved his hand to George Han.

“Grandpa Yan, I will definitely not let you down.” George Han said.

Yan Jun’s back figure drifted away, until he disappeared, George Han returned to
the Villa.

“Why did he leave?” Amelia Su asked puzzledly.

“Grandpa Yan has to go back to Hillwood City immediately.” George Han
explained.

Amelia Su nodded and did not ask any more.



After lunch, while the two were sitting in the living room watching TV, George
Han took out the small box Yan Jun gave him while he was in the bathroom. Inside
was a strangely shaped jade piece, crystal clear, and there were many strange
patterns.

The first time he saw it, George Han had an inexplicable sense of familiarity. When
he started to recall it in his mind, he was shocked to discover that it was not jade at
all, but more like a fragment of the skull in his family!

Jun Yan actually has such a thing!

How could it be possible, could it be said that the skull he obtained by accident
really hides any secrets? Otherwise, how could Jun Yan keep this kind of thing for
twenty years.

George Han swallowed, and when he was about to think about the possibilities,
Amelia Su knocked on the door outside.

After putting away the box, George Han opened the door with an impermanent
expression and asked Amelia Su: “Is there a toilet upstairs?”

“I don’t go to the bathroom, this time. Shouldn’t I do something?” Amelia Su said
with a raised eyebrow.

After this short half a month, Amelia Su has become more and more naked in the
face of this kind of thing, and will not be shy at all.

Of course, George Han did the same. The princess directly hugged Amelia Su and
returned to the room.

Time went by day by day, until the last day, Amelia Su reluctantly left after
packing up her luggage.



“This is the happiest half month I have had. I didn’t expect it to be so fast.” Amelia
Su looked disappointed. Although it was half a month, she felt as if it had only
been two days.

“Why don’t we buy it here. How about coming here for vacation when we have
time?” George Han suggested.

“Okay, but are you sure the owner will sell it?” Amelia Su said.

“Don’t worry, Mo Yang will handle this matter. He must have a way.” George Han
said.

After returning to Basin City after half a month, the two finally disappeared at
home that night. After all, He Ting and Wilson Su were still at home. Don’t dare to
make too much noise.

The next day, after George Han sent Amelia Su to work, he went to the weak water
property.

George Han asked Zhong Liang to fire Miffy without public revenge, but Miffy’s
mistakes at work have also paid a great price.

When Miffel saw George Han, her eyes became very complicated.

Since knowing the true identity of George Han, she always thought of her
contempt for George Han, and she would find herself ridiculous.

She had fantasized about being able to be with the boss of Weak Water Real Estate
several times, but she looked down on her boss again and again, even coldly
mocking, this kind of stupid behavior is beyond words.

Miffel wanted to apologize to George Han, but after all she did not have the
courage.



After George Han arrived at Zhong Liang’s office, he asked about the construction
of the village in the city.

This matter was blocked by Liu Da, because this guy cooperated with Han Yan and
deliberately wanted to set off a weak water property. At that time, George Han was
looking for Liu Da. He was so arrogant that he didn’t put George Han in his eyes.

But now, Han Yan has left Basin City and evacuated with big capital.

In the current cloud city business community, the heavenly family dominates. It is
a public declaration that will support all the development of weak water real estate.
This news is like a bolt from the blue for Liu Da.

“Liu Da will come to me every day and beg me. Tell me that the green pass can be
opened so that the reconstruction of the urban village can be put on the agenda as
soon as possible.” Zhong Liang said to George Han.

George Han smiled faintly and asked: “Doesn’t this guy expect to leave Basin City
to become a high official now?”

Hearing this, Zhong Liang couldn’t help laughing. How dare Liu Da have this
ambition, he is now afraid of losing the black hat on his head.

“He can’t wait to kneel down for me. This kind of person doesn’t care about
dignity at all for profit.” Zhong Liang said.

At this time, the secretary knocked on the door and came to the office and said to
Zhong Liang: “Brother Zhong, Liu Da is here again. It seems that if I don’t see you
today, he will be sloppy again.”

Zhong Liang did not speak, but quietly waited for George Han to decide.



The secretary knows George Han’s status. Just looking at George Han’s back, the
secretary’s eyes are full of peach blossoms. A handsome young man like this is
handsome and rich, but the prince charming of every woman’s dream.

“Let him see Yang Xing.” George Han said lightly. Liu Da is no longer worthy to
meet him now, and he is not even qualified to see Zhong Liang.

“Young Master, do you want to entrust the construction of the village in the city to
Yang Xing?” Zhong Liang asked puzzlingly. Such a project needs to be treated
with caution even with weak water properties, and Yang Xing is just a mess. Once
screwed up, the loss is very huge.

“Of course you are in charge of the urban village project, but Liu Da’s current level
is not qualified to see you. In the future, Yang Xing, if you make good use of it,
will bring you a lot of help.” George Han said.

Zhong Liang didn’t cheer because he got the rights, because no matter how great
his rights, all of this was still under George Han’s control, and it didn’t make much
difference to him.

But the meaning of George Han’s remarks is worthy of his careful consideration.

George Han wants him to make good use of Yang Xing. This arrangement is more
like an account of his future development in Basin City.

“Little young master, are you leaving Basin City?” Zhong Liang asked more.

George Han didn’t mind his too many questions, and said, “Yes, some things must
be handled by me, so Basin City, you have to hand it over to you, I hope you won’t
let me down.”

Zhong Liang lowered his head and said firmly: “Little Master, don’t worry, Zhong
Liang will never let you down.”



“Help me take care of Su’s company.”



Chapter 504

After George Han left the weak water property, Zhong Liang sat on his desk,
breathing quickly.

In the Han family for many years, Zhong Liang has not really been reused, but he
knows that now the opportunity is in front of him.

In the future, the Han Family must be controlled by the young master George Han,
and if he can be reused by George Han, it is equivalent to becoming the backbone
of the Han family, which will not only bring much to his future. change. Even the
next few generations of the Zhong family can enjoy this honor.

And with George Han’s ability, the Han family’s future development will definitely
be able to take it to the next level.

The Korean family in the United States may also be included in the bag by George
Han. These things are great news for Zhong Liang.

“Little master, thank you for giving me such an opportunity. I will definitely seize
it.”

People’s Square.

George Han once achieved a reversal here that surprised the people of Basin City,
Jiang Fu ordered him to kneel, and now the Jiang family has disappeared in Basin
City. Many people in Basin City used to treat George Han as rubbish, and because
of this incident, he has changed a lot.

After revisiting the old place, George Han didn’t feel that there was any point to be
proud of at the beginning, because he had never looked at ants like Jiang Fu.



At this time, Qingyun ran to George Han’s side. Licking and smiling, he asked
George Han, “Boss, what are you doing with me?”

Since the last time George Han almost choked off his neck, Qingyun had been very
vigilant when facing George Han. Although he looked like a rogue on the surface,
his heart was already shaking.

“I want to leave Basin City for a while.” George Han said.

Qingyun frowned. He wants to leave, don’t he need to notify him?

“Boss, where are you going, do you want me to accompany you, I will take care of
you from the front and back, it will definitely save you a lot of trouble.” Qing Yun
said.

“I do have a troublesome thing and haven’t figured out how to deal with it. Would
you like to help me decide?” George Han said.

Qingyun wondered, why would George Han let him help in making a decision?
There must be something tricky.

“Boss, although what I said may not be correct, if you want to ask my opinion, you
can talk about it.” Qing Yun said.

George Han nodded, looked at Qingyun with a torch-like gaze, and said: “I want to
leave, but there is a huge threat here, and that is you. Until now, I have not been
able to determine the purpose of your stay by my side. I I’m not sure if you will
hurt the people around me, so you think I should kill you. To avoid future
troubles?”

In the past, George Han did not pursue Qingyun’s purpose, and even said to let him
go, but this was on the basis that he could monitor Qingyun’s every move without



leaving Basin City. Now, things have changed, so George Han is very Qingyun’s
attitude will naturally change.

This sentence made Qingyun’s face changed drastically. He never expected that
George Han came to him and asked him whether to kill him.

“Boss, I’m an honest person, how could I be a threat to you, look at you, tall and
mighty, extraordinary skill, I…”

George Han interrupted Qingyun’s words: “Do you really think flattering is useful
for me?”

Qingyun’s heart sank. It was obvious that George Han had no patience to talk
nonsense with him. If he could not give George Han a satisfactory explanation, his
life would definitely come to an end.

Taking a deep breath, Qingyun said: “Boss, how can I not die?”

“It’s very simple to want to be immortal. It makes me feel that the threat you posed
to me no longer exists.” George Han said lightly.

Qingyun gritted his teeth and looked at the iron spinning top that an old man was
playing with with his whip. Stepped forward, took it directly.

The high-speed spinning top directly shaved Qingyun’s palms, but Qingyun didn’t
even wrinkle his brows.

“Uncle, lend it to me and return it to you soon.” Qingyun said to the uncle with a
smile.

The uncle didn’t know, so I just felt that the young people nowadays were too
impolite and disrespect the old at all, but the next scene caused the uncle to start to
weaken in fright.



I saw Qingyun holding the iron top and slamming it towards his right leg. He
quickly became bloody, but the strength of his hand injury did not diminish.

After the right leg was scrapped, Qing Yun began to slam his left leg again.

The old man finally broke down, screaming crazy and ran away.

And George Han watched all this indifferently, until Qingyun abolished his legs
and left hand.

At this time, Qingyun had fallen to the ground, and the large pool of blood was
shocking, and all passersby looked at Qingyun with horrified eyes.

“Boss, I will leave one hand to eat.” Qingyun said to George Han with a painful
expression on his forehead with cold sweat.

George Han nodded. Turning and leaving without saying a word, he didn’t expect
Qingyun to be so cruel, but since he had achieved this level, George Han had no
need to kill him.

With only one hand left, what kind of threat can it pose to him?

Qingyun fell on People’s Square. It was a kind person who called an ambulance for
him, but after arriving at the hospital, Qingyun only took measures to stop the
bleeding, and did not ask the medical staff to help him perform in-depth treatment,
and once someone approached, Qingyun seemed to be crazy, which made the
doctors Very puzzled.

Does he want to watch himself become trash?

Others could not understand Qingyun’s state of mind, but he knew that if the injury
was really healed. He will still die.



To survive, you can only sit in a wheelchair for a lifetime.

Magic capital.

When George Han told Mo Yang and the others that he was going to the Center of
the Earth Prison, he was strongly resisted, and not only Mo Yang, but even Lin
Yong, who usually didn’t dare to speak casually, also objected.

“Three thousand, are you crazy? The gopher has been away for so long and there is
no news at all. God knows where he is suffering. You have to go to death. I
disagree, absolutely disagree.” Mo Yang said desperately. Facing George Han’s
decision, he couldn’t accept it.

“Brother George, let’s discuss this matter again. The Geocentric Prison is too
dangerous. You can’t take such a big risk.” Dao Twelve said.

Lin Yong is not as strong as Mo Yang on the side, and his voice is a little quieter,
but his attitude is also very clear. He said: “Brother George, maybe soon, the
gopher will be able to send news, don’t you. Worry, let’s wait and see again.”

George Han scanned the crowd and said, “You all don’t want me to go.”

“Of course, if you dare to go, just let me kill you more directly, so as not to go to
the center of the earth to suffer.” Mo Yang said, his attitude is the strongest.
Because he watched George Han survived, and now he and Amelia Su have finally
become married couples, he should enjoy their two-person world, how can he go to
the center of the earth prison at this time?

Treat feelings, even those of others. Mo Yang didn’t dare to neglect the slightest,
because he had regretted this matter, and he didn’t want George Han to repeat the
same mistakes.

“What if I have to go?” George Han said lightly.



“Lin Yong, take the rope and tie up this fool. I want to monitor him for twenty-four
hours.” Mo Yang said to Lin Yong, even swearing.

Lin Yong didn’t dare to move, how could he dare to tie up George Han? Mo Yang
dared to say such things. If you really want to do it, only Mo Yang dares to do it.

“Don’t believe me so?” George Han said helplessly.

“It’s not that I don’t believe you, but that the center of the earth prison is too
dangerous. You can continue to send people, but why do you have to go by
yourself? Have you considered your younger siblings?” Mo Yang said bitterly.

With regard to Amelia Su, George Han had already thought about it, because this
was something he had to do, even if he was really sorry for Amelia Su, he had to
give it a try.

“Isn’t you taking care of this? With you, what am I worried about?” George Han
said.

“Fart.” Mo Yang yelled: “How can I compare you to a idiot? You have the same
status in her mind. For her, you are the spiritual support. If you die, her world will
collapse. How do you want her to bear this kind of result.”

“Mo Yang.” George Han stood up with an inexplicably tall figure, and said: “I have
to go, as long as I cross this hurdle, I can give her a better future, and you and
sister-in-law I am also able to fulfill my promise.”

“Trust me.”

“Whether it is a prison in the center of the earth or a real hell, I can leave alive.”

“I just want to see Grandpa and see if he is still there.”
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George Han’s words made Mo Yang and others bow their heads. They couldn’t
understand George Han’s feelings for Han Tianyang, but from these words, they
could feel the importance of Han Tianyang to George Han.

His obsession is very strong, and no one can change it.

Mo Yang sighed, walked to George Han’s side, patted his shoulder, and said,
“George, always prepare for the worst. Not to mention such a dangerous thing, if
you really can’t come back, What should we do, and what should she do?”

“If you can’t come back, please help me take good care of her. If she has someone
she likes, even if she remarries, I want you to protect her.” George Han said.

Mo Yang heard the words remarry. The heart is very unpleasant.

George Han has been in Basin City for so many years, and Amelia Su has finally
developed a relationship with Amelia Su, but they have to face this kind of thing
again.

After three years of unhindered sending off, finally waited for the family members.
Now it may be ruined, and he will be sorry for Amelia Su’s emotional dedication,
causing Amelia Su to suffer for a lifetime.

Mo Yang suddenly kicked George Han’s ass and yelled: “If you f*cking die, you
will die for me. If you can’t see your corpse, I will never believe you died.”

George Han rubbed his sore buttocks and said with a smile: “Don’t worry, I will try
my best to come back.”

Mo Yang walked to his side and hugged George Han’s shoulder with his right
hand. The middle-aged man’s eyes were actually shining with fluorescence.



“Remember, the younger siblings are waiting for you, if you die, the younger
siblings will sleep with other men.” Mo Yang said.

“Boss Mo, what you said is too cruel, even if you use the agitation method to be
gentle.” George Han smiled helplessly. He knew that Mo Yang deliberately
stimulated him, but this level of stimulation has already reached George Han.
Some are not acceptable.

Amelia Su slept with other men!

Just thinking about this picture, George Han felt that his brain hurts.

“Otherwise, is it possible to have your younger brother and sister stay widowed for
you forever? Anyway, I made it clear to you that if you can’t come back, I will
build a cloak for you, and then I will tell you every day about the younger brother
and the other man. Living.” Mo Yang said.

For Mo Yang’s sometimes childish temperament, George Han was very helpless.
This guy was at the age of an uncle anyway, and sometimes he did very naive
things.

George Han took out a signal receiver the size of a matchbox with a small green
light on it and handed it to Mo Yang.

“What is this?” Mo Yang asked curiously.

“When the green light above turns to red, it means I’m dead.” George Han said.
This was implanted when he implanted a signal transmission chip into the hamster.
Long ago, George had already considered going to the Earth Center Prison in
person, and he had long imagined that gophers could not bring useful news.



For George Han, taking precautions has become a habit, and he will leave a hand
for himself when he does anything in order to adapt to changes or change
strategies.

At the beginning of the fourteen-year-old secret control business, George Han did
not have a smooth journey, but also encountered many obstacles. If it were not for
his precautions, he would never have achieved such an achievement today.

After Mo Yang connected the signal receiver. Said: “This thing can’t go wrong, if
you are not dead, it will turn red. When you come back, your younger siblings have
already remarried, you can’t blame me.”

“Don’t worry, I won’t let it turn into a red light, and don’t threaten me round the
corners, I will try my best.” George Han said.

“When are you leaving?” Mo Yang said solemnly.

George Han looked at the twelve swords and asked, “Twelve, can you still contact
the people in the geocentric prison?”

“I can try, but twice in a row, it is likely to arouse the vigilance of the geocentric
prison, and in terms of money, I will definitely pay more.” Dao Twelve said.

“Money is not a problem, please contact us as soon as possible.” George Han said.

“Yes.”

After George Han confessed some things, he left the magic city while he still had
some time. Plan to accompany Amelia Su well.

“Brother, Brother George is really admirable. In a place like the center of the earth,
he has the courage to go.” Zhou Wei said to Dao Twelve with a look of admiration.



Dao Twelve sighed. Said: “This is a geocentric prison. No one has ever been able
to leave alive. I hope he can really perform miracles.”

“Twelve, no one really left?” Mo Yang asked unbelief in evil.

Dao Twelve shook his head firmly and said: “If there is, this news has spread
throughout the underground world. This is a matter that can be regarded as glory
by many people, but so far. I have never heard of it. Thing.”

“You will hear about it soon.” Mo Yang gritted his teeth and said, regardless of
whether anyone came out before, he firmly believed that George Han could be the
first person.

Dao Twelve gave a benevolence and said, “I will contact the people in the Earth
Center Prison first, and then contact me if I have something to do.”

After Dao Twelve and Zhou Silk left, Mo Yang sat on the sofa in despair. Lin Yong
knew he was very worried about George Han, but no one could help with this
matter. Worry is of no avail.

“Boss Mo, since I met Brother George, there is nothing he can’t do.” Lin Yong
said.

“From today on, no man is allowed to approach Amelia Su, but anyone who dares
to think about Amelia Su will break his leg directly.” Mo Yang said.

“Yes.” Lin Yong nodded.

Su’s company is downstairs.

George Han stood at the door of the company, quietly waiting for Amelia Su to
leave work.



It has been a long time since Amelia Su got off work. This familiar feeling made
George Han feel more physically and mentally, and he felt more expectant than
doing anything.

At this time, a car stopped beside George Han. When he saw the person getting off
the car, he felt very surprised.

Harry Su and Su Yihan, how could these two people appear in Su’s company?

After Harry Su got the secret support of Shen Weng, he started his own company
and he was proud of his life. From the sports car he drove, it can be seen that life is
very moist.

But George Han knew that Shin Weng was dead, and Harry Su now had no gold
master, so the operation of the company would no longer have its former glory.

“George Han. What a coincidence.” Harry Su took the initiative to talk to George
Han, walked to his side, and handed George Han a cigarette.

George Han didn’t reach for it, and said lightly, “What are you doing here?”

The former Harry Su was arrogant in front of George Han. He was still arrogant
when he was helped by Shinweng, but now that Shinweng is dead, he has lost his
support, and he dare not feel the slightest sense of superiority in front of George
Han.

Even Harry Su still thinks that George Han is an abandoned son of the family. But
he is also very self-aware, even if he is an abandoned son, he is not qualified to be
equal to George Han.

“I came to Amelia Su to talk about cooperation. Our two companies will join
forces and we will definitely be able to do more business.” Harry Su said
shamelessly.



George Han couldn’t help but laugh, join forces?

These four words are extremely ridiculous. Without Shen Weng, Harry Su’s
company will go bankrupt sooner or later, and he can even say the four words of
“combined”.

“Harry Su, when your company goes bankrupt, I’m still waiting to congratulate
you.” George Han said lightly.

Harry Su’s expression changed. He tried to conceal the company’s situation. No
one should know these things now, but George Han seems to be very clear.

“Closing?” Harry Su smiled coldly, and said: “George Han, although you are from
the Han Family, don’t look down on people. The company’s profits are very
impressive under my operation. How could it fail? It.”

“Profit?” George Han turned to look at Harry Su.

Harry Su was guilty of not looking directly at George Han’s eyes and said, “No? I
started a company to make money. What’s weird about making profits.”

“If your company is profitable, can you still come to Amelia to cooperate? In my
opinion, after Shen Weng’s death, you can’t survive without the economic
Lianyuan.” George Han said with a smile.

Harry Su looked at George Han in horror. He didn’t know the news of Shin Weng’s
death. He just couldn’t contact Shin Weng all the time, making Harry Su think that
Shin Weng was unwilling to support him financially.

Unexpectedly, he was already dead!
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The news hit Harry Su so much that he became a little trance.

Harry Su’s compromise with Amelia Su seemed to be temporary. He also hoped
that one day Shen Weng would reappear. As long as Shen Weng supported him, he
would have the capital to turn his face with Amelia Su, and even step on Amelia
Su.

But now that Shinweng is dead, he has no hope.

Want to bring down Amelia Su. It has become an impossible thing even more.

“You lied to me, how could Shin Weng die for no reason!” Harry Su looked at
George Han in disbelief and said.

“Harry Su, I know what your calculations are in your heart. Whether you believe it
or not, I advise you to hurry up. If you dare to disadvantage Amelia, you will be
the next one to die.” George Han said coldly.

Harry Su was shocked. I dare not have the slightest doubt about what George Han
said. Although this abandoned son of the family bears many ugly names, he is a
member of the Han Family after all. With Harry Su’s current ability, he wants to do
with George Han. Correct. It is undoubtedly whimsical.

But if he just leaves, the company will go bankrupt in less than a month.

Harry Su was not reconciled, he was unwilling to reduce himself to an ordinary
person again, he was reluctant to give up his current rich life.

“You don’t have the final say about the Su family’s affairs. I’m here to discuss with
Amelia Su, why are you letting me go?” Harry Su said with disdain.



George Han smiled lightly and said, “Then wait for Amelia to let you go.”

“How do you say Amelia and I are also blood-related relatives, she can’t be so
unfeeling.” Harry Su said, hitting the wall many times, he actually had the courage
to say such things in front of George Han, and he had to say Harry Su’s blindness
Confidence is ridiculous.

George Han, a brazen person, has seen too many people, whether it is from the Su
family or the Jiang family, they are all of this kind of virtue, and they don’t know
whether their faces have been specially forged.

“Then you just wait.” George Han said.

However, after a long time, Amelia Su finally got off work. She stepped on high
heels in a long skirt and still had the style of the number one beauty in Basin City.
Amelia Su, who has truly transformed into a woman, clearly has an even more
attractive charm.

When Amelia Su saw George Han. He was surprised, but when he saw Harry Su
again, his mood was destroyed in an instant.

“Amelia, how did you think about the things I told you before?” Harry Su asked
impatiently.

Amelia Su said impatiently: “I have told you very clearly that I won’t cooperate
with you, why are you coming to me for?”

“Amelia, I’m your brother, do you want to be so unfeeling? And I can give you the
company shares for nothing.” Harry Su said.

“Unfeeling?” Amelia Su sneered: “When you poached all the employees of Su’s
company, why didn’t you feel that you were unfeeling? I remember that you were
very proud at that time, but why are you not so proud now? Your broken company



It’s just a mess. It’s a hot potato if you give it to me in vain. Don’t think I will pick
you up.”

Harry Su’s face sank and said, “We are relatives.”

“Harry Su, I have not regarded you as a relative for a long time. You should get out
of here, your life and death. It has nothing to do with me.” Amelia Su said
impatiently. She still wants to spend time with George Han in the world of two
people, but she doesn’t want to Time wasted on Harry Su.

“I just let you go, you must not listen.” George Han said with a smile.

“Amelia, I beg you, help me once.” Suddenly, Harry Su actually knelt down for
Amelia Su.

Not only George Han and Amelia Su didn’t expect this scene, but Su Yihan beside
him was also surprised.

Su Yihan never wants to admit that Amelia Su is better than her. Even to this day,
she still has a dream of a rich family. In her opinion, as long as she can marry a
rich family, she can still stand above Amelia Su.

But at this stage, she put all her hopes on Harry Su, but now, Harry Su actually
kneeled to Amelia Su.

He wanted to maintain his current life. Don’t even want dignity!

“It’s just that you kneel, what’s the use?” George Han said lightly.

Harry Su knew that he had offended George Han and Amelia Su before, and Su
Yihan did the same. George Han’s remarks clearly meant Su Yihan to kneel down.



Harry Su turned his head to look at Su Yihan with a gloomy expression, and said,
“You still don’t get out.”

Su Yihan shook his head and refused without hesitation, and said: “Why make me
kneel, Harry Su, you are shameless, I still have to face, have you forgotten who
Amelia Su was before? She is just the most useless person in the Su family That’s
it, you actually kneeled to her.”

“You also know that was before. Who else in the Su family can compare with her?”
Harry Su gritted his teeth. Although he didn’t want to admit it, the facts are right in
front of him. Only Amelia Su can save him from the fire. Without Amelia Su’s
help, his life and even the entire Su family’s life would be ruined.

“I am different from you. I still have a chance to surpass her. As long as I can
marry a rich man, what is her broken company.” Su Yihan said unconvinced.

George Han smiled contemptuously, walked to Su Yihan, and said: “No matter
who you marry, he can’t compare with me, and as long as I say a word, no man in
the entire Basin City will look at you too much, your wishful thinking , It’s just
self-comfort.”

This sentence was like a bolt from the blue to Su Yihan. She knew that George Han
had the final say in Basin City now. After all, even the Heavenly Clan had to give
him face. If he really let it go, I am afraid that Basin City would not be there.
People dare to marry her.

At this time, Harry Su suddenly stood up and walked to Su Yihan’s side. Holding
her hair and pressing down hard, forcing Su Yihan to kneel on the ground.

Many pedestrians passing by and employees off work at the company’s door saw
this scene, and they all stopped to take a long view, and Harry Su and Su Yihan
were completely embarrassed.



“Amelia. Please help me.” Harry Su lowered his head and begged Amelia Su.

Amelia Su looked at George Han, and she gave this decision to George Han.

“Although you kneel down, I never said that after you kneel down, I will help you.
Harry Su, this is the price you should pay, and you have to pay far more than that.
The old lady cannot die in vain.” Han Three thousand said.

When Harry Su heard the first half of the sentence, he just wanted to be angry, but
George Han’s last words directly caused him to suffer a nervous breakdown.

It is miserable for him to face a life of nothing. If the old lady’s affairs are found
out, he will go to jail, or even put it through!

“George Han, I’m sorry, I’m sorry, I shouldn’t have treated you like that before,
please, give me a chance, I can be a dog for you, I will do what you want me to
do.” Harry Su knelt George Han kept face and kept kowtow. Although the death of
the old lady of the Su family left no clues, he knew that if George Han really
wanted to investigate this matter thoroughly, the truth would be revealed sooner or
later.

“You have made a huge contribution to my reputation as a waste in Cloud City. Do
you really think I will let you go?” George Han sneered. As for the rumors from
the outside world, 90% of the comments are It was Harry Su who maliciously
spread the rumors, and now it is time for George Han to wash away these stigma.

“What do you want me to do to let me go, I promise you.” Harry Su said in a panic.

“Although many people in Basin City have not regarded me as rubbish, and I never
care about this kind of thing, but since you said it, you can find a way to take it
back.” George Han finished. After that, he pulled Amelia Su into the car.



Harry Su knelt on the ground and kept saying: “Don’t worry, I will do it to your
satisfaction.”

In the car, Amelia Su looked at George Han in a puzzled manner. As he said, he
never accounted for these things. Why did Harry Su suddenly clarify for him?

“Have you begun to introduce unexpected opinions?” Amelia Su asked curiously.

George Han nodded, and said, “Who wants to be scolded for rubbish? It is good to
clarify these things.”

Amelia Su found it strange that George Han hadn’t paid attention to this matter for
so many years. Why did he pay attention to it at this time?

In fact, George Han did this not for himself, but for Amelia Su, not wanting
Amelia Su to be laughed at by outsiders because of his reputation.
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After the incident in People’s Square, although many people knew that the remarks
against George Han were rumors, there were also some people who didn’t know
the truth. Harry Su’s words should be taken back by him. , And also the most
convincing.

These little things are not worth paying attention to. George Han did this. It’s
entirely because I care about Amelia Su too much.

After all, he was leaving soon, and didn’t want to leave any trouble for Amelia Su
in Basin City.

When George Han drove to the Pearl Tower, Amelia Su’s expression became
serious.

This is the place where George Han surprises her for the first time. This year’s
wedding anniversary will definitely make Amelia Su unforgettable.

For her, the Crystal Restaurant is of extraordinary significance. It is a very
important place. If it is not for special things, it is not worth coming here.

“Are you leaving?” After parking the car. Amelia Su suddenly asked George Han.

“Do you remember the situation on the wedding anniversary? So far, many people
in Cloud City are discussing this matter, but they don’t know who the real
protagonist is. Today I will let everyone in Cloud City know. Crystal Restaurant
The rose bloomed because of you.” George Han said.

Faced with George Han’s deliberate change of topic, Amelia Su did not accept it
and insisted on asking: “Answer my question.”

George Han sighed with a wry smile and said, “Yes.”



Amelia Su took George Han’s hand, not talking, she would not stop George Han,
no matter what George Han did, she just had to wait quietly.

Come to the crystal restaurant.

The entire restaurant was once again fully packaged by George Han. The manager
who had received reception experience more respected George Han this time. The
outside world said that he was a waste son-in-law, but the manager knew very well
that George Han was now Yun. The hottest character in the city.

“Mr. Han, if you have any needs, just tell me that the restaurant will do its best to
satisfy you.” The manager said to George Han.

“I heard that your restaurant has a new technology that can project the entire
restaurant image above the Pearl Tower?” George Han asked.

“Yes, this is a brand-new reform of our restaurant, and it is also specially prepared
for the esteemed customers of the restaurant.” The manager said, the reason for the
emergence of such new technology. It is to make those rich second generations
face long and project the entire restaurant screen, which means that everyone in the
vicinity of the Pearl Tower can see it. This is a weapon for those rich second
generations who like face, who doesn’t Would you like to let others see your own
scenery?

It’s just that George Han asked about this matter, which made the manager feel a
little strange. Such a publicity seemed inconsistent with George Han’s low-key
personality.

“When will you be ready?” George Han asked.

“Just turn on the instrument, no time to prepare.” said the manager.



“Okay, let’s make arrangements.” George Han finished speaking and took Amelia
Su to the most central position in the entire restaurant.

When the restaurant picture appeared above the Pearl Tower, many people stopped
and watched.

Amelia Su is undoubtedly a celebrity in Basin City, so after she appeared, she was
recognized by many people immediately, and it was passed on from ten to ten.
Soon everyone on the sidelines knew about Amelia Su.

“What is this for?”

“The Crystal Restaurant is a holy place for marriage proposals, but isn’t Amelia Su
already married?”

“No, she has already divorced George Han. Could it be that she found her next
home so soon?”

“Hahahaha, George Han is really miserable. Not to mention being a waste, now
even his wife has run away.”

Some people with unknown circumstances began to laugh at George Han.

At this time, George Han appeared next to the piano, making everyone look
confused.

When the melodious sound of the piano sounded, many people were quickly
immersed in the sound of the piano. The silent scene of 10,000 people reappeared,
and no one was willing to disturb the sound of the piano.

At the end of the song, when people were still in the mood, a doubtful question
from someone’s mouth instantly spread to the crowd.



“How can this music be so familiar!”

“This…isn’t this the last song? The last time a mysterious person proposed
marriage in Crystal Restaurant, didn’t it just use this song.”

“Yes, it’s this song. Could it be that… Crystal Restaurant was not a proposal at all
last time, but George Han and Amelia Su?”

“I remember. That day, it seemed to be the wedding anniversary of George Han
and Amelia Su, and many people compared the two because of this marriage
proposal.”

“My God, was it the surprise that George Han prepared for Amelia Su’s wedding
anniversary last time? It’s so enviable.”

Many women have expressed their envy at this moment without any scruples.

The sky above the Pearl Tower. Still presenting the picture of the Crystal
Restaurant, Amelia Su covered her face with her hands, and tears kept falling from
her fingers.

Such a scene was not only presented on the spot, but there were even live
broadcasts of good people, which quickly detonated the entire Cloud City.

The remarks about the wedding anniversary were quickly posted on the Internet,
and almost everyone opened a circle of friends. Record this enviable scene.

At this moment, no one felt that Amelia Su was married to a trash, no one felt that
Amelia Su was ruined by George Han.

Everyone can’t help but envy Amelia Su and envy her for having a husband like
George Han.



Shen Lingyao’s house.

Shen Lingyao, who was lying halfway on the bed with her mobile phone, kept
wiping the tears on her cheeks.

She saw this scene once on the spot, but even if she saw it for the second time, she
would still be touched.

“Good sister. You are really happy.”

Tianjia Villa.

Tian Linger was in a daze with her mobile phone. Watching the live broadcast, she
also aroused envy and jealousy towards Amelia Su. Although she now restrained
her feelings and only treated George Han as her brother, when she saw In this
picture, the love for George Han is growing unstoppable.

“Hold your head up, so the tears won’t fall, Tian Linger, how can you cry.” Tian
Linger raised his head, biting his lip and said.

A public rental community.

Qi Ran, who had only had a relationship with George Han, but had received
tremendous help from George Han, looked at the phone in a daze at this moment.

If it weren’t for George Han’s help, she would never have completed the task of
cooperating with the weak water real estate. As a fresh graduate, it would be even
more impossible for her to have the current status in the company.

all of these. It was George Han who gave it to her, but until now, she didn’t
understand what kind of person George Han was.



“You turned out to be such a good person. No wonder you didn’t see me in your
eyes.”

George Han rented an elevator apartment.

Yang Meng and Miffel sat in the living room. Looking at their cell phones, the
house was strangely quiet.

Both of them had live broadcasts of the Pearl Tower on their mobile phones. At
this moment, George Han made a sensation in the entire Cloud City, and
completely let Miffy understand his stupid behavior to the limit.

She even doubted herself. Why do you think George Han likes her? His wife is
Amelia Su, the number one beauty in Basin City.

Yang Meng’s mood is particularly complicated. After knowing that George Han is
the true identity, she is already controlling her affection for George Han. But the
scene before her eyes at this moment, as a woman, apart from envy, there are some
unwillingnesses, why such a man did not leave her a chance.

In addition to the sensational Basin City, which is thousands of miles away, there is
another person holding a mobile phone, and she is Qi Yiyun.

Although he left Basin City, Qi Yiyun still has eyeliner and is always paying
attention to the development of Basin City.

The back of George Han playing the piano touched the weakest side of Qi Yiyun’s
heart at this moment. She couldn’t help but imagine what kind of mood it would be
if the person sitting in the restaurant at this moment was herself.

Unlike most people, she didn’t envy Amelia Su, but looked forward to seeing
George Han next time.



Qi Yiyun always believes that happiness is in his own hands. No matter whether
George Han is married or not, as long as George Han is still alive and she is still
alive, there is still a chance.

Women’s paranoia can be very terrible at certain times, especially for people like
Qi Yiyun, who don’t tie George to bed, she will never be reconciled and will never
admit defeat!
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The black that can’t see the fingers.

A space where I can only hear my breathing.

After George Han injected the unique anesthetic of the Earth Center Prison in
Basin City, when he woke up again, he was already in such a space.

He didn’t know how long he had been here, because the darkness made him unable
to calculate time at all.

This is the first lesson that the Earth Center Prison teaches every “new guest”.
Such an environment can give people a strong sense of depression. People with a
slightly fragile mood will definitely collapse in this environment. This will be The
nightmare of everyone coming to the center of the earth prison.

In order to ensure the safety of every guest, the Earth Center Prison will not harm
people living in the Earth Center Prison. Instead, they use this psychological
torture to control their behavior, so that those people naturally don’t dare to mess
around in the center of the earth.

The biggest punishment in the center of the Earth prison is to be kept in a
confinement room, which is a dark and silent environment. Although it seems
relaxed, almost everyone will be obediently obedient after one or two mental
tortures, because of this whole world. The mental torture caused by the feeling that
I was left alone is too painful, and I can’t feel the passage of time at all. It is easy to
collapse.

George Han is considered to be a person with very strong temperament, but in such
an environment, he will also feel intense pain and cannot calculate time. Such
darkness seems to be with him forever, and he will start to think involuntarily in
his mind, and all kinds of thoughts will lead to his final collapse.



Whenever his state of mind was on the verge of collapse, George Han would force
himself to calm down and think about the good time with Amelia Su. Only in this
way could his state of mind be stabilized slightly.

I don’t know how long it took, and finally ushered in a glimmer of light in the
darkness. Two tall foreigners took George Han away from the confinement room.

For George Han, who had not been exposed to light for a long time, his eyes were
extremely uncomfortable, and he even felt tingling in his eyes because of the light,
and unconsciously shed a lot of tears.

If there is a mirror at this time, George Han will find that he has lost a lot of
weight, even his cheeks are sunken, if Amelia Su sees this scene, it will definitely
be very distressed.

When George Han got used to the light, he found himself being taken into a huge
iron cage. The iron cage was surrounded by a three-story building, and the
three-story simple building was more like a stand. The iron cage is like a ring.

Do you have to fight someone when you just leave the confinement room?

George Han frowned and had a preliminary understanding of the Earth Center
Prison.

After a while, a restless voice came from all directions, and the voice got closer
and closer, as if someone was approaching in the direction of the iron cage.

“I heard that this is a newcomer, and the newcomer went to the ring. This is
something that has never happened before in the center of the earth prison.” Guan
Yong and the gopher have been in the center of the earth prison for a long time.
There is a certain understanding of the Earth Center Prison.



Ring games are regularly held here. They don’t know why this game exists, but
according to Gopher’s guess, the ring games may be spread out in some form, and
the center of the earth prison is doing profitable things in this way.

Of course, this is just a guess, and the gopher is not sure whether his thoughts are
correct.

However, what Guan Yong said about the newcomers entering the ring is indeed
something that has not happened in the geocentric prison before.

“It seems that this newcomer is not ordinary, just go and see.” Gopher said in a
deep voice.

The environment in the Center of the Earth Prison was completely different from
what the gophers had guessed before. He thought that there was almost no
possibility of contact between prisoners, but after coming here, he discovered that
the Center of the Earth Prison had an opening hour every day. To allow them to
move freely, there will be many small groups at this time. Gophers have
eavesdropped on the words of those small groups. Almost all of them are
exchanging their understanding of the geocentric prison, and even planning the
escape.

The Center of the Earth Prison chose to ignore this situation. This is the absolute
arrogance of the Center of the Earth Prison. They knew that the prisoners
communicated together but did not stop it, indicating that they did not worry that
someone would escape successfully. Indeed, no one can escape from the heart
prison.

When all the prisoners were gathered next to the three-story stand, there was only
one thin figure in the huge iron cage, wearing a black headgear to make people
unable to see the true appearance.



“f*ck, just this little man, can there be anything special?” Guan Yong said
unexpectedly when he saw the person in the iron cage, in his imagination. This
rookie is likely to be a tough guy who can play, so he will be allowed to play, but
the facts in front of him can’t help but disappoint him.

Some gophers did not expect. But at this time, he discovered a difference.
Although the man was covered in his face, his skin color was a good indicator of
his identity.

“This person is a yellow race.” said the gopher.

“What’s weird about the yellow race? With his size, he must be beaten badly.”
Guan Yong said with a curled mouth.

“I can’t refute what you said.” said the gopher.

Not only the Gopher and Guan Yong were disappointed in this ring match, the
other prisoners also showed disappointed expressions very straightforwardly, and
there were even irritable people beating the iron cage. Insulted George Han who
was wearing a hood.

“What do you mean, even this kind of person is qualified to enter the ring.”

“Let him get out, I am, why let this kind of person waste our time.”

“Get out and substitute.”

“Substitution, substitution.”

The dissatisfaction quickly resonated with the audience. The reason why this
phenomenon happened was because of the people who could win the ring. You can
enjoy the special treatment brought by the geocentric prison.



Although the prison is a place where you don’t have to worry about food, clothing,
and housing, women are the extravagant dreams of these prisoners. If you win the
game, you can win women. This is a great temptation for any prisoner in the center
of the earth. It’s a pity that not everyone is qualified to enter the ring, so when they
see George Han, they will burst out with all kinds of dissatisfaction.

On all three floors of the building, prisoners kept beating the iron cage, and the
clanging sound was deafening.

At this time, a slender, thinly dressed woman walked into the iron cage, and she
was the trophy of the winner of this arena.

For a prison with only men, the sudden appearance of a woman can be imagined.

All kinds of howls came and went, and the male hormones of each prisoner were
stimulated to the greatest extent.

“Let this rubbish roll out. Why does he go to the ring.”

“Damn, such a good opportunity is wasted on waste, I don’t accept it.”

“Hurry up and let him get out. Let me go, don’t give opportunities to this kind of
waste.”

The clamor grew stronger and stronger, even Guan Yong couldn’t help swallowing
his throat.

“This woman has a very good figure. She has seen so many arena matches. She is
considered the most beautiful.” Guan Yong moved his index finger and his eyes
were reluctant to leave the woman for a moment, hoping to leave the greatest
impact in his mind.



“Yeah, even my heart is moved.” The gopher couldn’t help shaking his head. No
wonder there are so many dissatisfied voices that burst out, as long as a woman can
make these prisoners restless, let alone such a beautiful woman.

“Speaking of which, having caused so many people’s dissatisfaction, his life in
prison in the future will definitely be very sad.” Guan Yong said.

Although he wears a headgear now, there will always be a time to uncover the first
one, and his figure is very easy to recognize. Once he blends into this new
environment, he will inevitably incur a lot of troubles because of this matter.

“The suffering of flesh and blood is definitely indispensable, but one thing can be
assured, he will not die, and the center of the earth prison will definitely guarantee
his life.” The gopher said, this is the most strict rule of the center of the earth
prison, they don’t want any of them People died in the center of the earth prison,
because these prisoners are customers to the center of the earth prison.

At this moment, all around the noisy ring suddenly became strangely quiet, and
everyone looked at the person who appeared opposite George Han in horror.



Chapter 509

“Yuri, it turned out to be Yuri!”

“How could it be that he played? Isn’t he kept in the confinement room?”

“This guy killed someone last time. I heard that he would be locked up in the
confinement room to die. How could he come out to participate in the ring match
again.”

The people who clamored for George Han to give them a chance just now all
showed horrified expressions.

Yuri, the absolute powerhouse in the ring, has never tasted a defeat. In the last
match, he missed and killed, which caused the center of the earth to impose a
life-long imprisonment on him. In the eyes of every prisoner, it is absolutely
impossible for Yuri to show his face in the center of the earth, but he is now
Appeared.

opportunity?

Even if the opportunity to enter the ring is given to these people, they dare not
enter.

Who wants to lose his life for a woman?

“Gopher, Yuri unexpectedly appeared. Is it possible that the heart of the earth
wants this man to die?” Guan Yong also had an expression of horror. Although he
had only watched Yuri’s two games, Yuri’s cruel methods gave He was very
impressed, and this guy had beaten people to death. At this moment, Guan Yong
couldn’t think of any other possibilities except that the earth’s center wanted the
other party to die.



The gopher stared at George Han who was wearing a headgear, thinking about who
this man is. The center of the earth has always adhered to the principle of not
letting prisoners die. Why should he be targeted by the center of the earth when he
comes?

Didn’t Yuri be sent to die?

“If someone wants him to die, why should he be sent to the center of the earth?”
The gopher shook his head, as if he couldn’t understand it.

“Why do you think so much? Anyway, this guy is dead, and it doesn’t matter why
he died. Look at the other prisoners. Just now they all wanted to go on their own.
Seeing Yuri, what kind of behaviors each of them I don’t even dare to breathe.”
Guan Yong said disdainfully.

What he said was very realistic, but in the current state of the earth’s center, none
of the prisoners who watched the excitement dared to continue clamoring, and it
seemed that even the woman on the court was not beautiful.

“Yes. See how he died.” said the gopher.

Although George Han didn’t know who Yuri was, but through the deterrence he
brought after he appeared on the stage, George Han could feel that this guy must
have a terrifying reputation in the center of the earth. Otherwise, it is impossible to
simply appear on the stage. It can make others quiet down completely.

This is the first time he stepped out of the confinement room to really face the
center of the earth, and inexplicably ushered in a ring competition. Although the
reasons for this made George Han unable to figure out, there is one point that he
knew very clearly that he must Defeat the opponent, if he loses, it will be
unimaginable.



“It seems that you have offended a big man. I had been imprisoned for a lifetime,
but in order to kill you, they even released me.” Yuri said to George Han.

“Even if you let you go, can you kill me?” George Han responded indifferently.

Hearing George Han’s voice, the gopher suddenly started breathing quickly, and
even his face became pale.

“Impossible, impossible, absolutely impossible.” The gopher shook his head and
kept saying impossible three words in his mouth.

Guan Yong had an inexplicable expression. Asked: “What is impossible?”

The violent ups and downs of the gopher’s chest indicate that his current mood has
changed very greatly, because the impact of this sound on him is extremely strong.

Familiar, familiar enough to make the gopher believe that the person in front of
him is the person he imagined in his mind.

But how is this possible, how could he come to the center of the earth?

“Nothing.” The gopher suppressed his emotions, only his voice was similar. In this
world, there are even people with similar looks. What’s weird about the same
voice?

Guan Yong slapped his mouth and asked no more.

Yuri stretched his waist, his knuckles creaked, and said lazily, “It seems that I have
been in the confinement room for too long. Even a newcomer like you dare not put
me in the eyes. It’s time to give They have deepened their impression. Anyway, I
have killed a person and been locked up for life. Not more than you.”



“Then you have to see if you have the ability to kill me.” George Han said lightly,
the strength of the person in front of him is definitely not bad, if he changed,
George Han might have a guilty conscience. But now, he has a way to win, as long
as he is given a chance, even Yuri will become his defeat.

Hearing this, Yuri grinned, a look that didn’t put George Han in his eyes.

“People of your skin color are really interesting to speak, they are similar to those I
have known. They have a big tone. When I interrupt your hands and feet, see if you
dare to be so arrogant.” Yuri said with a sneer.

George Han’s heart suddenly burned with a fire of anger. Such racially
discriminatory remarks were definitely not something he could bear.

For a long time, George Han has been proud of being a Chinese. Heir to the
dragon, he was born a dragon. How can you be humiliated by these people?

“It’s okay to humiliate me, but you can’t humiliate my country.” George Han
shouted violently, and even chose to take the initiative to attack.

The other prisoners who watched the battle showed contempt at this scene.

“This guy is really looking for death, so he dared to take the initiative to shoot
Yuri.”

“It seems that he can’t wait to die. Knowing that he can’t beat Yuri, he doesn’t
want to suffer more.”

“Yuri has already killed someone once, and he is not afraid to kill one more. This
guy is really pitiful, he will lose his life when he comes.”

“It’s also a good thing to be able to see Yuri’s killing methods again. Maybe Yuri
will do that woman in the ring. We can still see a big show.”



Guan Yong sighed at this time and said: “This guy is really stupid. He actually took
the initiative to die. He hides. Maybe he can live a few more minutes.”

The gopher turned his head to look at Guan Yong with cold eyes.

Guan Yong was clever and cautiously said: “You…what are you looking at me?”

“Don’t you hear how Yuri humiliated him? Not only him, but you and I were
humiliated. You are still in the mood.” The gopher gritted his teeth and said, if it
weren’t for the task, he Can’t wait to end and fight Yuri, even if it is dead. Also die
with dignity.

Gopher is a very strange person. He likes to escape from prison and all kinds of
challenges, but he will never do anything against morality. Moreover, the Gopher is
a very patriotic person in his bones, and he also does not allow outsiders to
humiliate his country. What Yuli said just now not only angered George Han, but
also angered Gopher.

Guan Yong saw the killing intent in the eyes of the gopher, shrinking his neck, and
said, “I…Of course I know, I said that, isn’t it good for him?”

“Even if he is dead, he is better than yours.” The gopher said lightly.

Guan Yong did not dare to speak any more. Although he knew that the gopher
would not dare to kill him, it was okay to bring pain to his body, and Guan Yong
also expected the gopher to take him away from the center of the earth!

At this time, George Han’s attack had already arrived, and Yuri was still lightly
disdainful. He obviously didn’t pay attention to George Han’s attack.

Of course, it’s not just that Yuri didn’t pay attention to it. Everyone at the scene had
the same thoughts. The seemingly fierce George Han would soon fall under Yuri’s



feet, because Yuri is invincible in the center of the earth. The character, he is an
absolute strong in this ring, how could he be knocked down by a newcomer?

A weird smile was drawn from the corner of George Han’s mouth. He likes to fight
against these arrogant opponents very much, arrogance is their biggest flaw and
George Han’s best chance.

No one would have thought of how much power his fist would brew, and when the
other party knew it, there was no chance of regret.

With all his strength, he killed Han Long with a punch. In George Han’s opinion,
although Yuri’s ability to resist is stronger than Han Long, it is absolutely nothing
to hurt him with a punch.

“Pay the price for what you said!” George Han’s voice resounded throughout the
ring.

The gopher couldn’t help squeezing a cold sweat. If this full blow could not cause
damage to Yuri, so close, Yuri’s attack would definitely be fatal to him.



Chapter 510

Looking at the nervous gopher, Guan Yong was actually very disdainful in his
heart. He didn’t care about the life and death of the person in the ring, and in his
opinion, that person was already dead, how could it be Yuri’s opponent?

However, Guan Yong can only hide this disdain in his heart, and dare not show it.

Have the same idea as Guan Yong. Including everyone present, no one thinks that
George Han will be Yuri’s opponent. In their eyes, George Han has only one
ending, and that is death. The only difference is between death and pain. It’s just
the difference.

Of course, it depends on how Yuri wants him to die.

Just when everyone reached a consensus. Even Yuri himself felt that George Han
was not worth fearing, but when his fist touched Yuri’s body, Yuri’s face changed
drastically.

This powerful force made him feel an unprecedented impact. But in an instant,
Yuri began to fall back, and he couldn’t control his body at all.

George Han succeeded with a single blow, and did not give Yuri a chance to
breathe. Taking advantage of Yuri’s unsteady figure, the second attack followed
one after another, because he knew that once Yuri had a chance to fight back, his
pure strength There is not necessarily a big advantage.

In fact, George Han does not have to worry about this at all. Yuri can become a
winning general in the arena, not by skill, he and Han Long are fundamentally
different.

Han Long’s strength is skillful, so George Han only seeks a chance to win, because
of this opportunity, Han Long will not give him a second time.



But Yuri is different. He has no skills and can only use strength to fight against
George Han. In this regard, George Han is not inferior to Yuri.

The second punch, still wrapped in the momentum of the dragon and tiger. Yuri
reluctantly stretched out his hands to block, although he would not hurt his body,
but his arms felt numb because of the powerful force.

“How is it possible that you have such a strong power.” Yuri looked at George Han
in horror. The strength displayed by George Han was not only beyond his
imagination, it was almost him. Unmatched level.

This scene stunned all those who watched the game.

The expected scene did not appear, but George Han forced Yuri back!

How is this going?

“What I saw, how could he be able to suppress Yuri with strength.”

“Has Yuri been locked up for too long and has become a soft-footed shrimp?”

“God, who is this guy, even Yuri is not his opponent.”

Everyone was stunned by the scene in front of them, discussing the scene of Yuri
being repelled in disbelief.

The gopher took a breath, and the result was far beyond his imagination. He didn’t
even think about it. This person could actually repel Yuri.

Although he hopes this person can win in his heart. But he also understood that this
was impossible, and the gap in strength could not be made up by a passion, but the
reality gave him a slap in the face.



However, with this slap in the face, the hamster was very happy and very happy,
and even every cell in the body was agitated.

“Have you seen that, he didn’t lose Yuri!” The stunned Guan Yong unconsciously
grasped the gopher’s hand.

“It’s okay to insult him, but you can’t insult his country. Yuri is miserable this
time.” The gopher couldn’t help but laugh, angering people who are stronger than
himself. This is probably the most miserable Yuri in the center of the earth. Day.

“I really didn’t expect that his small body can be Yuri’s opponent, but it really
gives us a long face.” Guan Yong said.

“The long face has something to do with you? Have you forgotten the face that fell
into the ground just now?” The gopher said with disdain.

Guan Yong looked embarrassed. Just now he thought that man could not be Yuri’s
opponent. So I just said a few words casually, how can I think of such a big
surprise?

At this time, the gopher shook his head slightly. Just now, he thought this person’s
voice was very similar to George Han. However, he thought that George Han could
not appear in the center of the earth. At this time, he was more certain that this
person was just like George Han’s voice. After all, the George Han he knew did not
have such a strong strength, although he Can’t beat, but George Han is absolutely
impossible to be Yuri’s opponent.

At this time, George Han on the ring had launched a third attack. Obviously he did
not intend to leave Yuri any breathing space.

And Yuri didn’t dare to look down upon George Han any more, and even ran away.



The victorious general of the Earth-centered arena at this time even squirmed his
head, making everyone look dumbfounded.

“Brother, I’m sorry, what I said just now was just a joke, don’t take it seriously.”
Yuri said to George Han while running.

George Han didn’t think Yuri really compromised, this guy just wanted to relax his
guard. Then find a chance to fight back.

“The price you paid is not enough, even if it’s a joke, I won’t let you go.” George
Han said coldly.

In terms of speed, Yuri is definitely not better than George Han, but in the process
of moving, George Han can’t burst out too much power, so the damage that can be
done to Yuri is very limited.

But in the process, George Han discovered that Yuri was not as strong as he had
imagined, especially since this guy’s footwork was not like a master at all, and his
escape seemed chaotic.

If he just became a strong man in the center of the earth with brute force, then he is
not worthy of George Han to fear.

Suddenly, George Han stopped pursuing.

Yuri was happy in his heart, this is the opportunity he is waiting for to fight back.

At this time, George Han suddenly trembled all over, and he actually knelt on the
ground. It’s like being attacked from outside.

This scene made everyone feel surprised, so good, how could he suddenly kneel
down!



“What’s the matter?” Guan Yong asked unclearly.

The gopher gripped the iron cage railing tightly with both hands, gritted his teeth
and said: “The center of the earth wants to control this game. He received an
electric shock.”

After speaking, the gopher looked to the bottom, a man in overalls with a remote
stun gun in his hand. This kind of long-range electric gun can emit long-range
electric current and is also a universal weapon in the center of the earth. It is
usually used to deal with people who are making trouble in the center of the earth
and are attacked by this electric current. Although it will not cause harm, the
numbness can last for two or three minutes.

For him in the ring, two or three minutes is enough to change the entire battle.

“These damn guys used such despicable and shameless means.” The gopher was
unwilling to do so, Yuri had already lost, but the sudden intervention of the heart of
the earth was a nightmare news for him.

Yuri smiled coldly, walked slowly to George Han’s face, kicked George Han over,
and rolled back a few somers before stopping.

George Han’s face instantly became bloody, but his limbs were soft, and he didn’t
even have the strength to stand up.

“Yellow monkey, you have enough majesty. Then, you should die in my hands.”
Yuri said with a mockery.

George Han’s hands and feet couldn’t stop shaking, the feeling of electric current
attack had not disappeared, and he couldn’t even control his body.



Yuri kicked George Han again. This time, George Han fell five meters away into
the air, and after falling to the ground with a bang, blood spilled from the corner of
his mouth.

“It’s over, he is dead.” Guan Yong said nervously.

Outside of the iron cage, the gopher had no choice but to look anxiously, and he
was too heavy on the body to easily violate the rules of the center of the earth.

After sighing, the gopher said: “The heart of the earth wants him to die. No one can
change this.”

“This group of shameless people used three abuses if they couldn’t beat it.” Guan
Yong said unwillingly. This was a feeling of anticipation. He didn’t think that
George Han could win, so Following the trend, he made a few words, but after
seeing hope, this shameless reversal occurred again, and Guan Yong would also
fight for George Han.

Other people will not have the same emotional resonance with Gophers. For them,
George Han died in Yuri’s hands, which is what they are more willing to see.

So at this time, the prisoners who watched the battle burst out a slogan.

“kill him.”

“kill him.”

“kill him.”


